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	Many candidates attempt for MB2-701 whereas most of them face the problem of unavailability of quality in training matters.

Luckily for all the Microsoft MB2-701 experts, Lead2pass is now here to help you with your IT certification problems, as we are the

best MB2-701 actual tests exam questions training material providing vendor.

QUESTION 21

In Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013, you create several web resources containing PNG and ICO images.

Which of the following statements about using image web resources is true?

A.    Image web resources can be used only for ribbon button controls.

B.    Image web resources cannot be used for ribbon button controls or site map subareas.

C.    Image web resources can be used only for site map subareas.

D.    Image web resources can be used for ribbon button controls and site map subareas.

Answer: B

QUESTION 22

Which of the following statements about late-bound entity classes is true?

A.    Developers can access late-bound entity class attributes and be type-safe.

B.    Developers can work with custom entities and custom attributes that are not available at compile time.

C.    Late-bound entity classes perform data access functions more efficiently than early-bound entity classes.

D.    Custom code written for late-bound entity classes uses less Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 resources than custom code written

for early-bound entity classes.

Answer: D

QUESTION 23

Which of the following statements about early-bound entity classes is true?

A.    All type references are checked at compile time.

B.    Early-bound entity classes perform data access functions more efficiently.

C.    All type references are checked at run time.

D.    A developer can work with entities and attributes that are not part of the generated classes.

Answer: B

QUESTION 24

You need to set the value of the parent account ID on the Account entity to Null.

What should you do?

A.    Set the value of the Id property to an empty string.

B.    Set the value of the Id property to Guid.Empty.

C.    Set the value of the Name property to an empty string.

D.    Set the value of the LogicalName property to an empty string.
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Answer: D

QUESTION 25

You are creating an application to extend the functionality of the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 system. The application will

access data in the Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 system.

Which two of the following enable you to access data in Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2013 using JScript and Silverlight Web

resources? (Choose two).

A.    SOAP.

B.    XML.

C.    REST.

D.    SSL.

E.    SSH.

F.    HTTPS.

Answer: AC

QUESTION 26

Which FetchXML function is a valid aggregate function?

A.    round

B.    max

C.    mid

D.    first

Answer: B

QUESTION 27

Which dass can be used to create a custom entity in Microsoft Dynamics CRM?

A.    Create

B.    CreateEntity

C.    CreateRequest

D.    CreateEntityRequest

Answer: D

QUESTION 28

You are updating a Microsoft Dynamics CRM entity.

Which property of an UpdateRequest message should you use to specify the entity to update?

A.    Id

B.    Item

C.    Parameters

D.    Target

Answer: D

QUESTION 29

Which method uses a message-based approach when generating a request?
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A.    Execute

B.    Delete

C.    Retrieve

D.    Create

Answer: A

QUESTION 30

You are working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online and trying to access the Discovery Service URL.

Which component handles the authentication request?

A.    Active Directory

B.    NT LAN Manager (NTLM) version 2 authentication

C.    security token service (STS)

D.    Kerberos version 5 authentication

Answer: D

If you want to get more MB2-701 exam preparation material,you can download the free brain dumps in PDF files on Lead2pass.It

would be great help for you exam.Wish you pass the exam successfully.
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